This paper provides a method for estimating the market risk premium that accounts for shifts in investment opportunities by explicitly modeling the underlying process governing the level of market volatility. I find that approximately 50% of the measured risk premium is related to the risk of future changes in investment opportunities. Evidence of a structural shift in the underlying volatility process suggests that the simple historical average of excess market returns may substantially overstate the magnitude of the market risk premium for the period since the Great Depression. r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The market risk premium is one of the most important numbers in finance. Unfortunately, estimating and understanding its value has proven difficult.
Although a substantial body of research shows that expected returns vary over time, the static approach of estimating the risk premium as the simple average of historical excess stock returns remains the most commonly employed method in practice. 1 Merton (1980) suggests estimating the risk premium based on the theoretical relationship between expected returns and the contemporaneous variance of returns. Although this theoretical approach is appealing, empirical research has failed to document a significant positive relationship between expected returns and the level of market volatility. 2 Scruggs (1998) provides evidence suggesting the failure to find a positive relationship between excess returns and market volatility may result from not controlling for shifts in investment opportunities. Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) make a similar point, showing that rejections of the consumption capital asset pricing model may also be due to a failure to control for shifts in investment opportunities. In this paper, I develop a method for estimating the market risk premium based on the equilibrium relationship between volatility and expected returns when there are discrete shifts in investment opportunities-specifically, changes in the level of market volatility. I use this method to demonstrate the importance of accounting for the dynamic nature of market risk when estimating the risk premium from ex post market returns.
The volatility of market returns during the past century has varied significantly. Schwert (1989a, b) studies historical variations in market volatility and relates the fluctuations to changes in economic and financial market conditions. My results suggest that, as a result of changes in the level of market volatility, the simple historical average of excess market returns obscures significant variation in the market risk premium and that over half of the measured risk premium is associated with the risk of future changes in investment opportunities. My analysis also suggests that, as a result of a structural shift in the likelihood of future high-volatility periods, the simple historical average of excess market returns may substantially overstate the magnitude of the market risk premium for the period since the Great Depression.
In my model, market risk is characterized by periodic episodes of high market volatility followed by a return to a lower, more typical level. I assume that the evolution of these volatility states follows a Markov process, and I model the market risk premium as a function of the underlying process governing the evolution of the two volatility states. 3 The expression for the equilibrium risk premium in my model is a special case of the Merton (1973) intertemporal capital asset pricing model. Because individuals anticipate future changes in the volatility state and corresponding 1 For examples of research showing that expected returns vary over time, see Fama and Schwert (1977) , Shiller (1984) , Campbell and Shiller (1988) , Fama and French (1988, 1989) , Campbell (1991) , Hodrick (1992) , and Lamont (1998) . Bruner et al. (1998) survey a sample of 27 ''highly regarded corporations'' and find that the estimates of the risk premium are generally based on either the arithmetic or geometric average of historical excess market returns.
2 See Campbell (1987) , French et al. (1987) , Baillie and DeGennaro (1990) , Glosten et al. (1993) . 3 Many researchers, including Schwert (1989a) , Turner et al. (1989) , Cecchetti et al. (1990) , Pagan and Schwert (1990) , Hamilton and Susmel (1994) , Hamilton and Lin (1996) , Schaller and Van Norden (1997) , and Kim et al. (2000) have used a two-state Markov-switching model to describe the time series properties of market returns.
Recent studies provide historical evidence of a structural shift in the market risk premium. Siegel (1992) documents that the market premium has not been constant over the past century and that excess stock returns during the mid-1900s are abnormally large. Pastor and Stambaugh (2001) use a Bayesian analysis to test for structural breaks in the distribution of historical returns and to relate those breaks to changes in the market risk premium. Fama and French (2002) provide evidence of a structural shift in the market risk premium by comparing the ex ante risk premium from a Gordon growth model with the ex post risk premium based on the historical average of excess market returns. Evidence of a structural shift in the volatility of market returns is also provided in earlier studies. Officer (1973) and Schwert (1989b) argue that market returns during the Great Depression era were unusually volatile, and Pagan and Schwert (1990) show that the volatility of market returns during the Great Depression was inconsistent with stationary models of conditional heteroskedastic returns. My model provides a structural basis for estimating the impact of such a structural shift on the market risk premium. Consistent with Pagan and Schwert (1990) and Pastor and Stambaugh (2001) , I find evidence of a statistically significant shift in the underlying volatility process that governs the evolution of volatility states following the 1930s. Because of the structural shift in the Markov transition probabilities, the likelihood of entering into the high-volatility state falls from about 39% before 1940 to less than 5% after 1940. Given the lower likelihood of entering the high-volatility state, the risk premium falls from about 20.1% before 1940 to 7.1% after 1940.
Because of the structural shift in the underlying volatility process and the associated reduction in the market risk premium, ex post returns during the period following 1940 are not an unbiased estimate of ex ante expected returns. As investors learn that market risk has fallen because of the structural shift, stock prices will be bid up and ex post returns will be greater than ex ante expected returns. Elton (1999) stresses the importance of distinguishing between ex ante and ex post returns when average realized returns are used as a proxy for ex ante expected returns. Brown et al. (1995) make a related point, arguing that economies that survive ex post must have higher returns on average than the ex ante expected return of all economies. When I correct for this potential bias in my sample of ex post realized returns, my estimate of the market risk premium for the period after 1940 is 5.6%, suggesting that the simple historical average of excess market returns may substantially overstate the magnitude of the risk premium for the period since the Great Depression.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the analytical model of the risk premium with discrete volatility states. Section 3 describes the empirical framework used to identify and estimate the parameters of the model and reports the resulting decomposition of the unconditional risk premium. In Section 4, I test for a structural shift in the process governing the evolution of volatility states and show the impact on the market risk premium of such a shift. Section 5 summarizes the main findings of the paper.
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A two-state model of the market risk premium
My analysis begins with the assumption that the variance of market returns follows a two-state Markov process. Defining s t AðL; HÞ to represent the state of the economy at time t; the variance of returns at each instant is given by the equation
where s 2 L is the variance of returns in the normal low-volatility state and s 2 H is the variance of returns in the abnormal high-volatility state. To focus on the risk of future changes in market volatility, I assume that investors know the current volatility state with certainty but face the possibility of a change in the volatility state at each point in time. 6 Because the variance process is Markov, the probability of a change in market volatility is a function of the current state only, such that
In this environment, the risk premium must compensate investors for the current volatility of market returns as well as the risk associated with a change in volatility state. I derive the expression for the equilibrium risk premium in a continuous-time, representative agent model in which preferences are described by power utility. The mathematical derivation of the equilibrium risk premium is provided in the appendix. 7 The equilibrium risk premium is given by the expression
where E½R t is the expected return on the market at time t; R f t is the contemporaneous risk-free rate of return, g is the coefficient of relative risk aversion, p t is the instantaneous probability of a change in volatility state, J t is the percentage change in wealth associated with a change in volatility state, and K Ã t is the percentage change in the optimal level of consumption resulting from a change in volatility state. Using Eq. (3), I decompose the risk premium into two components. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is the component that accounts for current volatility risk, which I refer to as the intrastate risk premium. The second term is the component that accounts for changes in the level of market volatility, which I refer to as the interstate risk premium. Because there are only two volatility states, no uncertainty exists over the magnitude of the future change in volatility. Instead, uncertainty exists only over the time at which the level of volatility will change. Eq. (3) is a special case of Merton's (1973) Turner et al. (1989) study the inference problem faced by investors when the current state is not known and must, instead, be learned. My model is more in the spirit of the Merton (1980) model, in which agents have access to continuous return data over a discrete interval of time such that they are able to estimate the variance of the underlying data generating process to any degree of precision required. 7 George Chacko provided helpful insights for formulating the state-dependent structure of the programming problem. Mayfield / Journal of Financial Economics 73 (2004) 465-496 469 Exhibit__ model in which changes in investment opportunities are restricted to unpredictable, state-dependent changes in the level of market volatility. 8 In my formulation of the investor's problem, I allow for constraints on consumption that may limit the degree to which individuals are able to adjust their consumption when the economy switches volatility state. In the appendix, I show that the interstate component of the risk premium is a function of the optimal change in the level of consumption associated with the change in volatility state, even when the ability of investors to adjust their consumption is constrained. The intuition behind this result is that, around the optimum, the loss in utility from being constrained away from the optimum is equal to the loss in utility associated with the optimal change in consumption resulting from a change in volatility state. Assuming that the constraint binds only in the high-volatility state, the distortion in consumption is summarized by the value of the Lagrange multiplier l H and is given by the expression
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where * K L is the actual change in consumption associated with a switch to the highvolatility state. Using Eq. (4) and the estimated value of K Ã L ; the value of the Lagrange multiplier l H can be inferred from the actual change in consumption * K L observed during periods when the economy enters the high-volatility state.
Because volatility levels are discrete, wealth and optimal consumption levels change in a discontinuous fashion when the economy changes state. However, given that there are only two volatility states, the wealth and consumption effects of a change in state are negated after every two changes in state, such that
where W 00 t and C Ã 00 t are the wealth and optimal consumption levels after two state changes and J 0 t and K Ã 0 t are the changes in wealth and optimal consumption associated with switching out of the alternate volatility state. For this reason, the change in the levels of wealth and optimal consumption associated with the alternate volatility state can be written in terms of the changes associated with the current volatility state, such that
and
From Eqs. (7) and (8), the magnitude of the jumps in wealth and consumption associated with changes in state are summarized by the two parameters J t and K Ã t : The percentage change in the optimal level of consumption K Ã t is determined by the change in the optimal consumption-wealth ratio together with the percentage change in wealth associated with a change in state J t : The equilibrium consumptionwealth ratio in each state is given by the expression
where C Ã t is optimal consumption at time t; W t is wealth at time t; r is the investor's subjective discount rate, and m t is the expected return conditional on remaining in the current state. Consistent with my terminology for the two components of the risk premium, I refer to m t as the expected intrastate return. Because the optimal consumption-wealth ratio is itself a nonlinear function of K Ã t ; when the model parameters are estimated, I solve numerically for the value of K Ã t that solves Eq. (9). In the appendix, I show that Eq. (9) collapses to the formula for the consumptionwealth ratio derived in Merton (1969) for the infinite horizon lifetime portfolio selection problem under uncertainty when a single volatility state is assumed.
Because wealth changes when the economy changes state, the expected return on the market is not equal to the expected intrastate return. The expected return on the market is given by the equation
When the economy is in the low-volatility state, investors expect a reduction in wealth when the economy enters the high-volatility state. For this reason, in the lowvolatility state, the expected return on the market is less than the expected intrastate return. Similarly, when the economy is in the high-volatility state, investors expect an increase in wealth when the economy reenters the low-volatility state and the expected return on the market is greater than the expected intrastate return. Fig. 1 depicts the distinction between state-dependent risk premia and expected intrastate excess returns. For each state, the slope of the line labeled ''Expected market return'' shows required returns and the slope of the line labeled ''Expected intrastate return'' shows expected returns conditional on the economy remaining in the current state. The vertical line segments at the boundary of low-and highvolatility states represent the jump in wealth associated with a change in volatility state. The figure is drawn such that expected intrastate returns are constant while required returns vary with changes in volatility state. Because of expected changes in wealth associated with changes in volatility state, expected intrastate returns vary by less than state-dependent expected returns. In the low-volatility state, expected intrastate returns are greater than required returns, and in the high-volatility state, expected intrastate returns are less than required returns. If the expected increase in wealth associated with a return to the low-volatility state is sufficiently large, then expected intrastate returns in the high-volatility state can be negative even though the risk premium is positive. My model provides a plausible explanation for reconciling the empirical observation that returns are lower in periods of high volatility with the theoretical intuition that expected returns should be positively related to the level of market volatility.
Model estimation
This section presents the results from estimating the theoretical model.
Data
The model described in Section 2 is estimated using data from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). I use monthly value-weighted returns including dividends for NYSE, Amex, and Nasdaq stocks (VWRETD) over the period from 1926 through 2000 as my proxy for market returns. Excess returns are calculated using the contemporaneous yield on one-month Treasury bills from the risk-free rate file provided with the CRSP government bond data. Table 1 reports summary statistics for monthly excess returns. The average annualized excess return over the sample period is 8.3%, and the annualized standard deviation of returns is 19.0%. The largest and smallest one-month returns are 38.2% and À29.0%, respectively. The reported skewness measure is negative and statistically significant, indicating that large negative returns are more frequent than large positive returns. Finally, the reported measure of excess kurtosis indicates that large returns occur more frequently than would be the case if returns were normally Exhibit__(FP-12) distributed. As Fama (1965) points out, time variation in market volatility will produce excess kurtosis in stock returns.
Methodology
To estimate the components of the market risk premium in each volatility state, I map the fundamental parameters of the model to the expected intrastate excess returns by combining Eqs. (3) and (10). This yields the expression
Because the model is estimated using holding-period returns, the instantaneous transition probabilities p t are converted to their discrete time equivalents. To do this, I write the instantaneous expected change in wealth associated with a change in volatility state in terms of the equivalent holding-period expected change in wealth, such that
where p 0 t is the discrete time transition probability. Eq. (12) requires that, over the expected duration of each volatility state, the continuously compounded expected change in wealth is equal to the actual change in wealth associated with a change in state. 9 Combining Eqs. (11) and (12) yields
Eq. (13) is the basis for my estimation method, which has three steps. In the first step, I use the Hamilton (1989) Markov-switching model to estimate the moments of the two state-dependent return distributions m t and s t as well as the transition probabilities p 0 t that govern the dynamics of the underlying volatility process. In the second step, I use Eq. (13) together with Eqs. (7)-(9) to find the corresponding values of g; J t ; and K Ã t that are consistent with the estimated moments of the two statedependent return distributions. 10 Because there are only two free parameters, g and J L ; available to match the two state-dependent means, m L and m H ; the model is exactly identified. In the third step, I use the expression for the risk premium given by Eq. (3) together with the estimated model parameters to calculate the intrastate and interstate components of the risk premium in each volatility state.
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Results
Table 2 presents the empirical results from my three-step method. Panel A provides the results from applying the Markov-switching model to my sample of returns. I assume that each monthly return is drawn from one of two state-dependent distributions and that returns are log-normally distributed in each state. Parameter estimates are obtained via maximum likelihood using the method described in Berndt et al. (1974) . Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Panel B reports the estimated values of the preference parameters g; J t ; and K Ã t that are consistent with the estimated time series model presented in Panel A. Finally, Panel C reports the implied decomposition of the market risk premium. Because of the nonlinear nature of the model, the standard errors of the coefficients reported in Panels B and C are simulated based on 500 random draws of the time series model parameters from a multivariate normal distribution with mean-vector and variance-covariance matrix equal to those reported in Panel A.
Panel A reports the time series model parameter estimates. The return distributions in the two volatility states are significantly different. The estimated annualized standard deviation of returns varies from 13.0% in the low-volatility state to approximately 38.2% in the high-volatility state. The annualized mean return in the low-volatility state is 12.4% and is significantly different from zero. The annualized mean return in the high-volatility state is À17.9% but is not significantly different from zero. The two volatility states are persistent. The point estimates of the transition probabilities p 0 L and p 0 H indicate a 0.017 and 0.119 probability of switching out of the low-and high-volatility states, respectively. Both estimated transition probabilities are significantly less than 0.5, indicating that both volatility states tend to persist over time. Based on the estimated transition probabilities, the expected durations of the low-and high-volatility states are approximately 59.2 and 8.4 months, respectively. These results are consistent with previous studies that use the Markov-switching model to describe the time series properties of returns, including Schwert (1989a) , Turner et al. (1989) , Pagan and Schwert (1990) , and Schaller and Van Norden (1997) . Table 2 Parameter estimates and implied risk premium decomposition Estimates are based on 900 monthly excess returns from January 1926 through December 2000. Panel A reports the parameter estimates for the two-state Markov switching model based on Eq. (13). Panel B reports the estimated values of the preference parameters g; J t ; and K Ã t from Eqs. (7)-(9) that are consistent with the estimated time series model. Panel C shows the implied decomposition of the market risk premium based on Equation (3) Panel B reports the preference parameter estimates. The estimated values of the two free parameters g and J L are presented in italics. The other parameters are simultaneously determined using Eqs. (7)-(9) but are not independently estimated. The point estimate for g equals 1.129 and is significantly different from zero at the 5% level based on a one-tailed test. The point estimate for the jump parameter J L equals À29.6% and is significantly different from zero. The corresponding value of J H is 42.1%. The implied values for the optimal percent change in consumption K Ã t in the low-and high-volatility states are À28.8% and 40.4%, respectively. Although the estimate of K Ã t for the low-volatility state is significant, given the high volatility of returns in the high-volatility state, the estimate of K Ã t for the high-volatility state is not significantly different from zero.
Panel C reports the implied decomposition of the market risk premium. The first column of the Panel C reports the unconditional probability of each volatility state based on the estimated transition probabilities presented in Panel A. The second and third columns of Panel C show the intrastate and interstate components of the two state-dependent risk premia. The fourth column of Panel C reports the state-dependent risk premium for each volatility state. For each component of the risk premium, the unconditional estimate is calculated as the probability weighted average of the two state-dependent estimates. The estimated values of the unconditional components of the risk premia are reported in the fourth row of the panel. Based on the estimated transition probabilities, the unconditional probability of the economy being in the lowand high-volatility states is 0.876 and 0.124, respectively. The point estimate of the risk premium in the low-volatility state is 5.2%. About 330 basis points, or 64% of the lowvolatility state risk premium, are associated with the risk of a change in state. The point estimate of the risk premium in the high-volatility state is 32.5%. About 1,600 basis points, or 49% of the high-volatility state risk premium, are associated with the risk of a change in state. The unconditional risk premium is equal to 8.6%. About 490 basis points, or 57% of the unconditional risk premium, are associated with the risk of changes in state. These results suggest that more than half of the measured market risk premium is related to the risk of future changes in the level of market volatility.
Statistical tests
I perform a series of statistical tests of the estimated model reported in Table 2 . My statistical analysis is presented in two parts: tests of the time series model and tests of the theoretical model. In my analysis of the time series model, I test whether the two volatility states are statistically different as well as whether the assumption of only two volatility states is reasonable. I also test the assumption that returns are independently, log-normally distributed within each state. In my analysis of the theoretical model, I use the low-and high-volatility episodes identified in the time series analysis to test the predictions of the theoretical model, including the statistical properties of returns in each identified state and the extent to which market prices jump when the economy switches between states.
The two volatility states are statistically different. I test the estimated model against the null hypothesis that both the mean and variance of returns is constant. The likelihood ratio statistic for the test is 155.4 and the corresponding p-value is less than 0.0001, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected at any reasonable level of confidence. I also test the extent to which the explanatory power of the model is improved by the inclusion of a third volatility state. Although the inclusion of a third state increases the value of the estimated likelihood function, the increase is not statistically significant. The likelihood ratio statistic for a test of three states against a null hypothesis of two states is 8.82. The corresponding p-value of 0.1816 indicates that the null hypothesis of two states cannot be rejected at standard levels of significance.
The assumption that returns are independent within each volatility state is reasonable. I augment the time series model to allow for first-order serial correlation in returns within each volatility state. The point estimates for the serial correlation coefficients in the low-and high-volatility states are 0.28 and 1.26, respectively. Neither estimated coefficient is statistically significant. The likelihood ratio statistic for a test of the null hypothesis that both coefficients are zero is 0.82 and the corresponding p-value is 0.9915, indicating that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at any reasonable level of confidence.
The assumption that returns are log-normally distributed within each volatility state is reasonable. Fig. 2 compares the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for the estimated model with the sampled cumulative distribution of returns. I also show the CDF for the assumption that the data are unconditionally log-normal. The top panel of the figure shows each of the cumulative distribution functions, and the bottom panel shows the difference between the estimated and sampled CDFs. To assess the reasonableness of the distributional assumptions, I perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of the difference between the estimated and sample distributions. 11 Consistent with the two volatility states being statistically different, the null hypothesis that the data are unconditionally log-normal can be rejected at the 1% level. In contrast, the null hypothesis that the data are log-normally distributed within each volatility state cannot be rejected at the 5% level.
The results of these statistical tests of the estimated time series model suggest that a simple two-state model provides a reasonable description of monthly market returns. Based on the high-volatility periods identified by the two-state time series model, I perform statistical tests of the main predictions from the theoretical model. I define high-volatility periods as those months for which the implied probability of being in the high-volatility state is greater than 0.5. Based on this criteria, there are 21 high-volatility periods during the period from 1926 through 2000. Of the 900 months in the sample, 804 months are categorized as low volatility and 96 months are categorized as high volatility. Descriptive statistics for these low-and highvolatility periods are provided in Table 3 . 11 The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistic for a test of the null hypothesis that the data are unconditionally log-normal is 0.0708. The critical value of the K-S statistic for a 1% test with 900 observations is 0.0543, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected. In contrast, the K-S statistic for a test of the null hypothesis that the data are log-normally distributed within each volatility state is 0.0211. The critical value of the K-S statistic for a 5% test with 900 observations is 0.0453, indicating that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. The top panel of Table 3 groups returns into four categories: the first month of high-volatility periods, subsequent high-volatility months, the first month of lowvolatility periods, and subsequent low-volatility months. For each category, I report the mean excess return and the associated p-value for a test of the null hypothesis that the true mean is zero. In addition, I report the standard deviation of returns, the average probability of being in the high-volatility state, and the number of annualized standard deviation of returns during the identified low-and high-volatility periods is 13.1% and 42.0%, respectively. Although the level of volatility in the two states is significantly different, the average excess return is not. Excluding the first month of each episode, the annualized average excess return during low-and high-volatility episodes is 13.7% and 11.5%, respectively. The p-value for a test of the null hypothesis that average excess returns in the low-and high-volatility periods are equal is 0.8973, indicating that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected at any reasonable level of Table 3 Statistical tests of categorized excess returns Each monthly excess return is categorized as having been from one of two major categories: low-and highvolatility periods. A high-volatility period is defined as a continuous series of months for which the inferred probability of being in the high-volatility state is greater than 0.5. All other months are categorized as low volatility. Over the historical period, 21 high-volatility periods are identified. To test the predictions from the theoretical model regarding the transition between volatility states, returns are further categorized as having been from the first month or subsequent months of either a low-or high-volatility period. The top panel reports descriptive statistics for each category, and the bottom panel reports the results of a series of hypothesis tests.
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Monthly returns confidence. This result is consistent with the time path of expected returns depicted by Fig. 1 in the theoretical discussion of the model. In addition, returns during the transition between volatility states are also generally consistent with those depicted in Fig. 1 .
The average first month of low-and high-volatility episodes is significantly different from subsequent months. High-volatility periods start with a substantial loss in market value. The average excess return during the first month of the highvolatility periods equals À12.6% and is significantly different from zero. In contrast, the average excess return during subsequent high-volatility months is positive 1.1% but is not significantly different from zero. The p-value for a test of the null hypothesis that the mean of the first month of high-volatility periods equals the mean of subsequent high-volatility months is less than 0.0001, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected at any reasonable level of confidence. Low-volatility periods start with a significant increase in market value. The average excess return during the first month of the low-volatility periods is 2.2% and is significantly different from zero. The average excess return during subsequent low-volatility months equals 0.96% and is also significantly different from zero. Although the difference between the first-month and subsequent months of low-volatility periods is less pronounced than that of high-volatility periods, the average return during the first month of each low-volatility period is more than twice that of subsequent months and the difference in the mean returns is statistically significant. The p-value for a test of the null hypothesis that the mean of the first month of low-volatility periods equals the mean of subsequent low-volatility months is 0.0301, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% level.
One aspect of the theoretical model is not supported by the data. Because the theoretical model assumes that there are only two states and that investors always correctly know the current state, the magnitude of the jump in log market value when the economy switches from the low-volatility state to the high-volatility state equals the magnitude of the jump in log market value when the economy returns to the low-volatility state. Although the point estimates of the average excess monthly returns low-and high-volatility periods are of the correct sign, the magnitude of the loss in market value when the economy enters the high-volatility state is significantly greater than the magnitude of the increase in market value when the economy returns to the low-volatility state. The p-value for a test of the null hypothesis that the magnitude of the mean excess log return during the first month of high-volatility periods is equal to the magnitude of the mean excess log return during the first month of low-volatility periods is less than 0.0001, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected at any reasonable level of confidence.
One explanation for the difference in first-month returns is that investors do not have perfect knowledge of the current state and so they must infer the volatility state from the returns they observe. 12 In this case, investors' ability to infer the current state is asymmetric. When the economy is in the low-volatility state, the standard deviation of returns is small and determining whether the economy has switched to the high-volatility state is easy. Large returns are unlikely to occur in the lowvolatility state, so their occurrence quickly reveals to investors that the economy is in the high-volatility state. However, the inference problem is more difficult when the economy is in the high-volatility state. In the high-volatility state, small returns do not immediately reveal that the economy has switched states because a reasonable chance of getting a small return exists even though the standard deviation of returns is high. Instead, investors learn that the economy has returned to the low-volatility state over time by failing to observe enough large returns-or, in other words, by observing more small returns than are likely to occur in the high-volatility state. When investors have to learn whether the economy has switched states, the increase in market value associated with a return to the low-volatility state likely will occur over a longer period of time than the decrease in market value associated with a switch to the high-volatility state. In addition to the assumption that investors have perfect knowledge of the true volatility state, another important issue regarding the estimated model presented in Table 3 is whether the process governing the evolution of volatility states is constant over the estimation period. Fig. 3 plots the historical returns on which the model is estimated along with the identified high-volatility periods represented by the shaded areas. Visual inspection of the figure suggests that the average duration of high-volatility periods is shorter during the later part of the sample than during the first part. The average duration of high-volatility periods is 7.2 months for the period from 1926 to 1940 versus only 2.6 months for the period after 1940. In addition, the average duration of low-volatility periods appears longer during the later part of the sample than during the first part of the sample. The average duration of low-volatility periods is only 11.3 months for the period from 1926 to 1940 versus 58.4 months for the period after 1940. The 1925 1930 1935 1940 1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 Year Percent Fig. 3 . Monthly excess returns and high-volatility state probability. The solid line plots the monthly excess returns for the period 1926 through 2000. The shaded areas correspond to the high-volatility episodes identified in Table 3 . A high-volatility period is defined as a continuous series of months for which the inferred probability of being in the high-volatility state is greater than 0.5. differences in the average durations of low-and high-volatility periods suggest that the transition probabilities governing the evolution of volatility states may not be constant over the historical period. A shift in the underlying volatility process is consistent with previous studies by Schwert (1989b) , Pagan and Schwert (1990) , and Pastor and Stambaugh (2001) that find evidence of structural shifts in the volatility of market returns. In my two-state model of the market risk premium, a shift in the transition probabilities governing the underlying volatility process would result in a change in the likelihood of the low-and high-volatility states and lead to a change in the unconditional market risk premium.
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The effect of a structural shift in the volatility process
In this section of the paper, I augment the model to allow for a structural shift in the transition probabilities governing the evolution of the two volatility states. I assume there is a single structural break during the estimation period and test the estimated model against the null hypothesis of no structural break. To determine the most likely date for a structural shift in the volatility process, I estimate the augmented model for all possible annual breakpoints from 1927 through 1999 and select the breakpoint that maximizes the value of the estimated likelihood function. The analysis is then structured around the two subperiods defined by the most likely date for the structural shift in the volatility process.
Consistent with the approach presented in Section 3, the estimation method has three steps. In the first step, I estimate the time series model parameters allowing for a structural shift in the transition probabilities p t and the means of the two statedependent distributions m t : 13 I assume that the volatility of returns in each state remains constant over the estimation period. In the second step, I use Eq. (13) together with Eqs. (7)-(9) to find the corresponding values of g; J t ; and K Ã t for each subperiod. I assume the value of g is constant over the estimation period, but that the parameters J t and K Ã t shift to correspond to the new transition probabilities. In the state-dependent model with a structural break, there are three free parameters, g; J L;pre ; and J L;post ; available to match the four statedependent means, m L;pre ; m H;pre ; m L;post ; and m H;post : In contrast to the model presented in Section 3, the augmented model is no longer exactly identified. To find the values of the preference parameters that are consistent with the estimated moments of the two state-dependent distribution functions, I solve for the values of g; J L;pre ; and J L;post that minimize the probability-weighted sum of the squared standardized errors over the entire estimation period. In the third step, I use the expression for the risk premium given by Eq. (3) together with the estimated model parameters to decompose the risk premium for each subperiod. These results are reported in Table 4 . Table 4 Parameter estimates and implied risk premium decomposition allowing for a structural shift in the underlying volatility process Estimates are based on 900 monthly excess returns from January 1926 through December 2000. The most likely date for the structural shift in the volatility process is 1940. Panel A reports the parameter estimates for the augmented time series model based on Eq. (13). The augmented model allows for a shift in the transition probabilities p t and the means m t of the two state-dependent distributions. The risk aversion coefficient g and the standard deviation of returns within each state s t are assumed to remain constant, such that the intrastate risk premia are constant over the entire estimation period. For each of the two subperiods defined by the date for the structural shift, Panel B reports the estimated values of the preference parameters g; J t ; and K Ã t from Eqs. (7)- (9) 
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Pre -1940 (1926-1939 Panel A of Table 4 reports the results of the augmented time series model. After testing all possible annual breakpoints from 1927 to 1999, the date of the most likely breakpoint is 1940. The structural shift in the volatility process is statistically significant. The p-value for a likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis of no structural shift is 0.0064, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected at standard levels of significance. 14 I also perform a test for structural change, which does not rely on the assumption that a structural shift has taken place. Based on the Andrews (1993) Lagrange multiplier test for regime changes, the null hypothesis that market returns during the 1930s were drawn from the same regime as the other returns can be rejected at the 1% level. 15 These results are consistent with results in Pagan and Schwert (1990) and Pastor and Stambaugh (2001) showing that the 1930s were a period of unusually high market volatility that cannot be explained by a single process over the complete historical period.
As a result of the structural shift in the volatility process, the expected duration of the high-volatility state falls dramatically after 1940. Before 1940, the point estimates of the transition probabilities p t indicate that both volatility states are persistent. After 1940, however, only the low-volatility state is persistent. The expected duration of the low-volatility state increases marginally from 30.2 months for the period before 1940 to 37.2 months for the period after 1940. In contrast, the expected duration of the high-volatility state falls significantly from 19.2 months for the period before 1940 to only 1.8 months for the period after 1940. 16 The reduction in the length of time the economy is expected to remain in the high-volatility state dramatically reduces the unconditional probability of the economy being in the highvolatility state. As a result of the shift in the volatility process, the probability of the economy being in the high-volatility state falls from 38.9% for the period before 1940 to only 4.5% for the period after 1940.
Panel B reports the preference parameter estimates consistent with the augmented time series model. The point estimate of g equals 1.703 and is larger than the estimate in the model with no structural shift. The point estimate of J L equals À26.5% for the period before 1940 and À17.5% for the period after 1940. Because the higher discount rates associated with the high-volatility state are expected to be applied for a shorter period of time during the period after 1940, the point estimates for the expected change in market value when the economy enters the high-volatility state are consistent with the shortening of the expected duration of the high-volatility state.
14 The likelihood ratio statistic for the null hypothesis of no structural shift equals 14.3 and is distributed as a chi-square with 4 degrees of freedom. 15 The sup(LM) equals 29.62. The 1930s period corresponds to pAð0:0544; 0:1878Þ and a critical value of 22.54 for a 1% test. 16 The reduction in the persistence of the high-volatility state is consistent with the results in Poterba and Summers (1986) showing that volatility is not persistent enough for volatility-feedback to be the sole cause of the changes in market value that are observed. However, my results suggest that volatility-feedback may have played a much larger role during the period before 1940.
Panel C reports the implied risk premium decomposition for the periods before and after the 1940 structural shift. Because of the dramatic reduction in the likelihood of being in the high-volatility state, the unconditional risk premium falls significantly after 1940. For the period before 1940, the point estimate of the unconditional risk premium is 20.1%. In contrast, for the period after 1940, the point estimate of the unconditional risk premium is only 7.1%. Although the magnitude of the individual components of the risk premium changes as a result of the structural shift, the proportion of the risk premium associated with the risk of future changes in volatility state remains relatively constant at about 45%.
Given the estimated reduction in the market risk premium, the average of ex post returns during the period following 1940 is likely to be a biased proxy of the ex ante expected return during the period since 1940. As investors learn that market risk has fallen because of the structural shift in the volatility process, stock prices will be bid up and ex post realized returns will be greater than ex ante expected returns. Assuming a real risk-free rate of 1%, a reduction in the market risk premium from 20% to 7% would cause the value of a perpetuity growing at a real rate of 2% per year to increase by approximately 213%. However, it is unlikely that investors would instantaneously realize that the transition probabilities governing the evolution of the two volatility states had changed. Given the expected duration of the low-and high-volatility periods, learning the values of the new transition probabilities would not be a trivial exercise and could easily take many years to uncover. For example, if this learning process took place over a period of 20 years, ex post returns would exceed ex ante expected returns during this period by approximately 5.9%. For this reason, I test for evidence of positive abnormal returns during the period following the 1940 structural shift in the underlying volatility process. Table 5 reports these results. Table 5 presents actual excess returns for alternative subperiods from 1940 to 2000. I group the data by decade and report the average excess return for two periods: the decades immediately following the 1940 structural shift and the subsequent decades. The estimates in Table 5 show that the average excess return during the period from 1940 to 1959 is significantly greater than that during the subsequent 41-year period from 1960 through 2000. Consistent with the hypothesis of a structural shift in the volatility process following the 1930s, the p-value for a one-tailed test of the null hypothesis that the mean excess returns during these two periods are equal is 0.0458, indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 5% level. The magnitude of the excess return from 1940 to 1959 is also consistent with change in the market risk premium reported in Table 4 . The average excess return during the 20-year period following the structural shift of 6.5% is comparable to the amortized percentage change in the value of a growing perpetuity implied by the reduction in the market risk premium of 5.9%. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that investors may have updated their beliefs regarding the level of market risk at some point during the period from 1940 to 1960. Given the evidence of abnormal returns after 1940, I re-estimate the model presented in Table 4 allowing for an abnormal return during the period following the structural shift. Table 6 reports the results from re-estimating the augmented model, allowing for abnormal returns during the 20-year period subsequent to the 1940 structural shift. The model is identical to that reported in Table 4 except for the inclusion of a dummy variable in the equations for the mean of each state-dependent distribution. The dummy variable equals one during the period from 1940 through 1959 and zero otherwise. The coefficient on the dummy variable provides an estimate of the mean abnormal return during the period following the structural shift. The point estimate of the average abnormal return during this period equals 5%, indicating that realized returns following the structural shift exceeded those required based on the underlying volatility process. The p-value for a one-tailed test that the estimated coefficient equals zero is 0.0941, indicating that the null hypothesis that there were no abnormal returns during this period can be rejected at the 10% level.
The estimated value of the market risk premium is substantially lower as a result of controlling for the presence of abnormal returns subsequent to the shift in the underlying volatility process. The point estimate of the unconditional risk premium for the period since 1940 is 5.6%, about 270 basis points lower than the historical average of excess market returns. Consistent with Brown et al. (1995) and Elton (1999) , these results suggest that the simple historical average of excess market returns may substantially overstate the market risk premium for the period after the Great Depression. In addition, my results are consistent with the empirical finding in Fama and French (2002) that actual returns during the past 50 years have been much higher than expected. However, my method provides a structural basis for controlling for the extent of this bias and, as a result, provides an unbiased estimate of the market risk premium. Table 5 Analysis of excess returns during the period following the 1940 structural shift in the volatility process Excess returns are grouped by decade into two subperiods following the structural shift: the period immediately following 1940 structural shift and the subsequent period. For each subperiod, the annualized mean excess return is reported along with the annualized standard deviation in returns and the difference in the means of the two subperiods. The last column reports the p-value for a one-tailed test of the null hypothesis of equal mean excess returns in the two subperiods. Miller and Freund (1977) . Table 6 Parameter estimates and implied risk premium decomposition allowing for a structural shift in the underlying volatility process and subsequent abnormal returns Estimates are based on 900 monthly excess returns from January 1926 through December 2000. The date for the structural shift in the volatility process is 1940. The time series model adjusts for abnormal return during the 20-year period from 1940 through 1959. Panel A reports the parameter estimates for the augmented time series model based on Eq. (13). The augmented model allows for a shift in the transition probabilities p t and the means m t of the two statedependent distributions. The risk aversion parameter g and the standard deviation of returns within each state s t are assumed to remain constant, such that the intrastate risk premia are constant over the entire estimation period. For each of the two subperiods defined by the date for the structural shift, Panel B reports the estimated values of the preference parameters g; J t , and K Ã t from Eqs. (7)- (9) 
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Summary
This paper presents a method for estimating the market risk premium that incorporates shifts in investment opportunities and demonstrates the importance of accounting for the dynamic nature of market risk. Because of peso-type problems similar to that discussed in Rietz (1988) , when investors anticipate changes in market value associated with future changes in the level of market risk, the ex post observed relationship between volatility and excess returns may severely distort the true ex ante relationship between risk and expected returns. My results suggest that the simple historical average of excess market volatility obscures significant variation in the market risk premium and that about half of the measured risk premium is associated with the risk of future changes in the level of market volatility.
The results presented in this paper also highlight the importance of distinguishing between ex post realized and ex ante expected returns as emphasized in Elton (1999) . My analysis suggests that because of a structural shift in the volatility process underlying market returns and a reduction in the market risk premium, ex post returns during the period following the 1930s are not an unbiased estimate of ex ante expected returns. The bias in ex post returns is closely related to the survival bias discussed in Brown et al. (1995) . My method provides a structural basis for controlling for the extent of this bias and allows for an unbiased estimate of the market risk premium. My corrected estimates suggest that the simple historical average of excess market returns substantially overstates the magnitude of the market risk premium for the period since the Great Depression.
Appendix A
Here, I derive the expression for the equilibrium risk premium given by Eq. (3) in Section 2. In the first section, I lay out the details of the investor's utility maximization problem and define the model parameters and assumptions. In the second section, I outline the steps involved in finding the equilibrium solution to this stochastic programming problem. And in the third section, I show that my solution collapses to the Merton (1969) solution to optimal lifetime portfolio selection under uncertainty when there are no changes in volatility states.
A.1. Model parameters and assumptions
I solve the utility maximization problem for a representative investor in an infinite horizon, continuous-time model with discrete volatility states. I assume that preferences are described by a power utility function parameterized by g; the coefficient of relative risk aversion. I also assume that there are only two assets in which the investor can invest: a risk-free asset yielding a certain rate of return equal to r t and a risky asset denoted S t with an uncertain rate of return equal to dS t =S t : The standard deviation s t of the returns on the risky asset varies over time and is assumed to take on only two values, s L and s H : The simple average of the two volatility levels is denoted by the parameter % s: Correspondingly, the expected drift in the price of the risky asset m t varies with state and takes on two values, m L and m H : The simple average of the two means is denoted by the parameter % m: In each volatility state, the probability that the economy will switch to the alternative volatility state is determined by the parameter p t : Because the evolution of volatility states is assumed to follow a Markov process, p t takes on two values, p L and p H : The simple average of the two values for p t is denoted by the parameter % p: At each instant, the investor chooses an amount of consumption C t and a fraction o t of his wealth W t to invest in the risky asset. The investor's problem is given as
where dZ is a standard Weiner process and dNðp t Þ is a Poisson process that is equal to either zero or one. When dNðp t Þ ¼ 1; Eqs. (A.4)-(A.6) cause the drift, volatility, and transition parameters to jump to the alternative state. Given the discrete jumps in these state variables, the equation describing the evolution of the stock price S t includes the term J t S t dNðp t Þ; which allows the stock price to jump when the economy switches between volatility states. The parameter J t is the magnitude of the jump in stock price that occurs when the economy switches state. The value of the jump parameter J t takes on two values, J L and J H : The simple average of the two jump values is denoted by the parameter % J: Finally, Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9) allow for the possibility that consumption may be constrained in one of the volatility states. The value of the Lagrange multiplier associated with this constraint is given by the parameter # l t ; which takes on two values, # l L and # l H : The simple average of the two Lagrange multipliers is denoted by the parameter # l: .25) , the equilibrium consumption-wealth ratio in the model is given by
: ðA:26Þ
In Section A.3, I show that, when there are no changes in volatility states, the second term of Eq. (A.26) equals zero and the first term is equivalent to the Merton (1969) solution to the infinite horizon lifetime portfolio selection problem under uncertainty.
The expression for the equilibrium risk premium is found by taking the mathematical expectation of dS t =S t and substituting the equilibrium within-state excess return implied by the first-order condition for o t : From Eq. (A.3), the expected excess return on the risky asset is given by the expression E t dS t S t ! À r t ¼ m t þ p t J t À r t : ðA:27Þ
The expression for the within-state excess return m t À r t is derived by substituting Eqs. (A.20) and (A.21) into Eq. (A.14), setting o t ¼ 1; and simplifying, such that m t À r t ¼ gs 2 t À p t J t ð1 þ e t Þð1 þ J t Þ Àg : ðA:28Þ
Combining Eqs. (A.27) and (A.28), substituting Eq. (A.24), and simplifying yields the expression for the equilibrium risk premium E t dS t S t ! À r t ¼ gs 2 t þ p t J t 1 À ð1 À l t Þ ð1 À l 0 t Þð1 þ K t Þ g :
ðA:29Þ
If the constraint on consumption does not bind in either state, then Eq. (A.29) can be simplified as E t dS t S t ! À r t ¼ gs 2 t þ p t J t 1 À ð1 þ K t Þ Àg ½ : ðA:30Þ
Eq. (A.30) is the expression for the market risk premium provided in the text as Eq.
(3). Eq. (A.30) shows that the equilibrium risk premium in each state can be decomposed into two state-dependent risk premia, an intrastate risk premium and an interstate risk premium. The first term, gs 2 t ; describes the required intrastate risk premium required to compensate for diffusion risk within the current state. The second term, p t J t 1 À ð1 þ K t Þ Àg ½ ; describes the required interstate risk premium required to compensate for potential jump risk arising from a change in volatility state.
Eq. (A.29) can also be used to show that the equilibrium risk premium is invariant to the actual jumps in consumption that occur when the economy changes state. For example, if the constraint on consumption does not bind in either state, such that l L ¼ l H ¼ 0; then the risk premium in the low-volatility state is given by the Exhibit__(FP-12) Page 28 of 32 expression E t ½R L À r L ¼ gs 2 L þ p L J L 1 À ð1 þ K Ã L Þ Àg Â Ã ; ðA:31Þ
where K L is the optimal change in the level of consumption when the economy switches from the low-to the high-volatility state. Alternatively, if consumption is unable to adjust when the economy enters the high-volatility state, then the constraint on consumption will bind in the high-volatility state, such that l H > l L ¼ 0: In this case, the expression for the risk premium in the low-volatility state is given by the expression
where * K L is the constrained change in the level of consumption when the economy switches from the low-to the high-volatility state. As a result of the constraint on consumption, the shadow price increases to reflect the fact that the actual level of consumption is no longer equal to the optimal level. The shadow price on the consumption constraint in the high-volatility state is given by the expression
Eq. (A.33) is the expression for the Lagrange multiplier on the consumption constraint in the high-volatility state provided in the text as Eq. (4).
A.3. The special case of no changes in volatility state
This section shows that, when there are no changes in volatility state, my solution collapses to the Merton (1969) solution to the lifetime portfolio selection problem under uncertainty. Eqs. (A.26) and (A.30) summarize my solution to the investor's utility maximization problem when there are two discrete volatility states. Eq. (A.26) describes the optimal consumption-wealth ratio and Eq. (A.30) describes the equilibrium risk premium. If, instead, a single volatility state is assumed, then the dynamics associated with changes in volatility states can be turned off by setting p t ¼ 0 and l t ¼ 0: By setting p t ¼ 0; only one volatility state is possible. With only one volatility state, there are no wealth jumps associated with changes in state and E t ½dS t =S t ¼ m t : Also, because there are no jumps in wealth, there are no jumps in optimal consumption, so that l t ¼ 0: Thus, for the special case of a single volatility state, Eqs. (A.26) and (A.30) can be rewritten as .35) can also be used to express s 2 t in terms of excess returns, such that C t W t ¼ r g À ð1 À gÞ m t À r t 2g þ r t g ! :
ðA:38Þ
Finally, Eq. (A.35) can be used to rewrite the first term in brackets in a manner similar to that in Merton (1969) C t W t ¼ r g À ð1 À gÞ m t À r t 2g m t À r t gs 2 t þ r t g ! ¼ r g À ð1 À gÞ ðm t À r t Þ 2 2gs 2 t þ r t g ! :
ðA:39Þ
Eq. (A.39) is equivalent to the Merton (1969) expression for the optimal consumption-wealth ratio in the infinite horizon lifetime portfolio selection problem. 17 This demonstrates that my model solution contains the Merton (1969) solution as a special case when there are no changes in volatility state.
